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Abstract 
The thesis is trying to understand matters of assistance to victims of crime in the Czech Republic 
primarily throught law 45/2013 Sb., about victims of crime. Author is trying to find a link 
between using of rights and institutes from the law and victimological concepts of typology of 
victims of crime and victimization. At the same time author is examing practical working of 
these rights and institutes. In theoretical part is also used concept of life course perspective, 
mainly for examing a return of the victims to ordinary life. The research is based on qualitative 
study with interviewing experts and study of relevant documents. So the view is mediated by 
workers in organizations for victims of crime. Author did not found a link between type of 
victims and use ratio of rights and institutes. In practise the Czech police is not working very 
well with information duty and citiziens do not know much about their rights. Author is giving 
some recommendations for improving system of assitance to victims of crime to be more 
effective. 
 
